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0. Information 
A copy of the Fortran 77 subroutine can be obtained by writing to the author. 
ABSTRACT : 
The Partial Total least Squares CPTLS) subroutine solves the Total 
Least Squares CTLS) problem AX z B by using a Partial Singular Value 
Decomposition CPSVD), hereby improving the computational efficiency 
of the classical TLS algorithm (a factor 2 approximately). The com- 
putational improvement of PTLS is based on the observation that the 
TLS solution can be computed from any orthogonal basis of the right 
singular subspace corresponding to the smallest singular values of 
the augmented matrix CA;Bl. The dimension of this subspace may be 
determined by the rank of the TLS approximation of CA;Bl or depend 
on a given upper bound (e.g. a perturbation level) for those 
smallest singular values. The routine PTLS allows more than one 
vector in B. It also solves determined and underdetermined sets of 
equations by computing the minimum norm solution. 
KEYWORDS : total least squaresl overdetermined sets of equations, 
singular subspace, singular value decomposition. 
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BROUTINE : PTLS 
The sdbrautine PTLS solves the Total Least Squares CTLS) problem by 
using a Partial Singular Value Decomposition <PSVD), hereby improving 
considerably the computational efficiency with respect to the classi- 
cal TLS algorithm. 
The TLS problem assumes an overdetermined set of linear equations 
AX = B, where both the data matrix A as well as the observation 
matrix B are inaccurate. If the perturbations D on the data CA;Bl 
have zero mean and if their covariance matrix E<D*D) with E the ex- 
pected value operator, equals the identity matrix up to an unknown 
scaling factor <e.g. when all the errors are independent and equally 
sized), then the routine computes a strongly consistent estimate 
of the true solution of the corresponding unperturbed set. 
The routine also solves determined and underdetermined sets of 
equations by computing the minimum norm solution. 
It is assumed that all preprocessing measures <scaling, coordinate 
transformations, whitening, . . . 1 of the data have been performed 
in advance. 
2 SPECIFICATION: 
SUBROUTINE PTLS<C, LDC, M, N, L, RANK, THETA, X, LDXI Q, INULP WRKP 
IWRK, LWRK, Toll, TOL2, IERR, IWARN) 
INTEGER LDC, M, N, L, RANK, LDX, IERR, IWARN, IWRKCN+L) 
DOUBLE PRECISION THETA, Toll, TOL2 
DOUBLE PRECISION C<LDC,N+Ll, XCLDX,L), Q<min<MIN+L)+minCM+l,N+L))r 
WRKC*) 
LOGICAL INUL<N+L), LWRKCN+L) 
3 ARGUMENT LIST: 
3.1 ARGUMENTS IN 
C- DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION <LDC,N+L). 
The leading M x <N + L) part of this array contains A and B 
as follows: 
The first N columns contain the data matrix A, and the last 
L columns the observation matrix B (right-hand sides). 
NOTE that this array is overwritten. 
LDC - INTEGER. 
The declared leading dimension of the array C. 
LDC >= max<M,<N+L)). 
M- INTEGER. 
The number of rows in the data matrix A and the observation 
matrix B. 
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N .. INTEGER. 
The number of columns in the data matrix A. 
L - INTEGER. 
The number of columns in the observation matrix B. 
RANK - INTEGER. 
The rank of the TLS approximation CA+DA;B+DBl. 
On entry there are two possibilities: 
il RANK < 0: the rank is to be computed by the routine. 
ii) RANK >= 0: specifies the given rank. 
RANK <= min<M,N). 
NOTE that RANK may be overwritten, if C has multiple 
singular values or if the upper triangular matrix 
F is singular (see 6 METHOD DESCRIPTION). 
THETA - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
On entry, there are two possibilities <depending on RANK): 
i) RANK < 0: the rank of the TLS approximation CA+DA;B+DBI 
is computed from THETA and equals min<M,N+L) - d, where 
d equals the number of singular values of CA;Bl <= THETA. 
THETA >= 0. 
ii) RANK >= 0: THETA is an initial estimate for computing a 
lower bound of the RANK largest singular values of tA;Bl. 
If not available, assign a negative value << 0) to THETA. 
NOTE that THETA is overwritten. 
3.2 ARGUMENTS OUT 
C- DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION CLDC,N+L). 
The first N + 1 components of the columns of C whose 
index i corresponds with an INUL<i) = .TRUE., are the 
N+L- RANK base vectors of the right singular subspace 
corresponding to the singular values of C which are <= THETA. 
The TLS solution is computed from these vectors. 
RANK - INTEGER. 
RANK specifies the rank of CA+DA;B+DBl. 
If not specified by the userr then RANK is computed by the 
routine. 
If specified by the userr then the specified RANK is changed 
by the routine if the RANK-th and the CRANK+l)-th singular 
value of CA;Bl coincide up to the precision given by TOI- 
or if the upper triangular matrix F <see 6 METHOD DESCRIP- 
TION) is singular. 
THETA - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
If RANK >= 0, then THETA specifies the computed bound such 
that precisely RANK singular values of CA;81 are greater 
than THETA + TOLl. 
X- 
LDX 
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DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION <LDX,L). 
The leading N x 1 part of this array contains the? solutions 
to the TLS problems specified by A and B. 
- INTEGER. 
The declared leading dimension of the array X . 
LDX >= N. 
DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION <minIM,N+L)+min<M+l,N+L11 
Returns the partidlly diagonalired bidiagonal computed from 
C. at the moment that the desired singular subspace has been 
found. 
The first p = min<M,N+L) entries of Q contain the diagonal 
elements q<l),..., q<pl and the entries Q(p+2),...,B<p+s) 
<with s = min<M+l,N+L)) contain the superdiagonal elements 
e<2) ,...,e<s). Wp+l) = 0. 
INUL - LOGICAL array of DIMENSION CN+L). 
The indices of the elements of INUL with value -TRUE= 
indicate the columns in C containing the base vectors of the 
right singular subspace of C from which the TLS solution has 
been computed. 
3.3 WORK SPACE 
WRK - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION ct). 
The dimension t = M + N + L + <N+L)HN+L-1112 if M >= N + L; 
M + N + L + M%CN+L-<M+1)/2) if M < N + L. 
IWRK - INTEGER array of DIMENSIDN <N+L). 
LNRK - LOGICAL array of DIMENSION <N+L). 
3.4 TOLERANCES 
TOLl - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
This parameter defines the multiplicity of singular values by 
considering all singular values within ain interval of length 
TOLl as coinciding. TOLl is used in-checking how many singu- 
lar values are <= THETA. Also in computing an appropriate 
upper bound THETA by a bisection method, TOLl is used as stop 
criterion defining the minimal subinterval length. 
According to the numerical properties of the SVD, TO11 must 
be >= !!C!! x EPS where !!C!! denotes the L2-norm and EPS 
is the machine precision. 
TOL2 - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
Working precision for the computations in PTLS. This parame- 
ter specifies that elements of matrices used in the computa- 
tion, which are <= TOL2 in absolute value, are considered to 
be zero. 
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3.6 ERROR INDICATORS 
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IERR - INTEGER. 
On return, IERR contains 0 unless the subroutine has failed. 
IWARN - INTEGER. 
On return, IWARN contains 0 unless RANK has been lowered by 
the routine. 
4 ERROR INDICATORS and WARNINGS: 
Errors detected by the routine: 







7: the parameters RANK and THETA are both negative Cc 0). 
8: tolerance TOLl is negative. 
9: tolerance TOL2 is negative. 
10: maximum number of QR/QL iteration steps (50) exceeded. 
successful completion. 
number M of rows of array C = CA;Bl smaller than 1. 
number N of columns o( matrix A smaller than 1. 
number 1 of columns of matrix B smaller than 1. 
leading dimension LDC of array C is smaller than 
max<M,N+L). 
leading dimension LDX of array X is smaller than N. 
rank of the TLS approximation CA+DA;B+DBl is larger 
than minCM,N). 
Warnings given by the routine: 
IWARN = 0: no warnings. 
1: the rank of matrix C has been lowered because E 
singular value of multiplicity > 1 has been found. 
2: the rank of matrix C has been lowered because a 
singular upper triangular matrix F has been found. 
5 EXTERNAL SUBROUTINES and FUNCTIONS: 
DAXPY, DDOT, DCOPY from BLAS C6I; 
DQRDC from LINPACK 173; 
BIDIAG, CANCEL, HOUSH, INIT, QRQL. 
6 METHOD DESCRIPTION: 
Let C = CA;Bl denote the matrix formed by adjoining the columns of B 
to the coluuns of A on the right. 
Total Least Squares CTLS) definition: 
Given matrices A and B, find a matrix X satisfying 
<A + DA) X = B + DB, 
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where A and DA are M x N matrices, B and DB are M x L matrices, 
X is an N x 1 matrix. 
The solution X must be such that the Frobenius norm of CDA;DBl is 
a minimum and each column of B + DB is in the range of A + DA. 
Whenever the solution is not unique, PTLS singles out the mini- 
mum norm solution X. 
Let W denote the right singular subspace of C. 
ith the routine PTLS the TLS solution can be computed from any 
orthogonal basis of the subspace of V corresponding to the smallest 
singular values of C. Therefore, Partial Singular Value Decomposition 
CPSVD) can be used instead of classical SVD. 
The dimension of this subspace of V may be determined by the rank of 
C or by an upper bound for those smallest singular values. 
The PTLS algorithm proceeds as follows (see C2 - 53): 
Step 1: Bidiagonalization phase 
_______---__________--- 
1-a): If >= 5 x 2N + LW3, transform C into upper triangular form R 
by Householder transformations. 
1-b): Transform C (or RI into bidiagonal form (p = min<M,N+L)): 
!q<l) e(2) 0 . . . 0 ! 
(01 ! 0 q<2) e(3) . ! 
J =!, 1 . . 
! . e<pl ! 
! 0 . . . q<p) ! 
if M >= N + L, or 
!qClJ e(2) 0 . . . 0 0 ! 
(0) ! 0 42) e(3) . . ! 
J =!. 1 
e;p) 
. . 
!. 1 . 
! 0 . . . q<p) eCp+l)! 
if M < N + L, using Householder transformations. 
1-c): Initialize the right singular base matrix with the identity 
matrix. 
1.d): If M < N + L, then cancel e<p+lJ by Givens rotations and reduce 
the bidiagonal to M x M . Accumulate the Givens rotations in V. 
Step 2: Partial diagonalization phase 
If the upper bound THETA is not given, then compute THETA such that 
precisely p - RANK singular values Cp=min(M,N+L)) of the bidiagonal 
are <= THETA, using a bisection method C53. 
Diagonalize the given bidiagonal J partially, using either QL itera- 
tions Cif the upper left diagonal element of the considered subbi- 
diagonal > the lower right diagonal element) or QR iterations, such 
such that J is splitted into unreduced subbidiagonals whose singular 
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values are either all larger than THETA or are all less than or 
equal to THETA. 
Accumulate the Givens rotations in V. 
Step 3: Back transformation phase 
Apply the Householder transformations of step 1.b) onto the base 
vectors of V associated with the subbidiagonals with all singular 
values <= THETA. 
Step 4: Computation of F and Y 
Let V2 be the matrix of the columns of V corresponding to the 
<N+L- RANK) smallest singular values of C. 
Compute with Householder transformations the matrices F and Y 
such that: 
!VH Y! 
V2xQ=! . T 
!!l F! 
with Q being an orthogonal matrix, VH an N x <N - RANK), Y an N x 1 
and F an L x L upper triangular matrix. 
If F is singular, then lower the rank RANK by one and repeat the 
steps 2, 3 and 4. 
Step 5: Computation of the TLS solution 
_______--__-_____-_L~~~~-~~~~~~ 
If F is not singular then the solutions X are obtained by solving 
the following equations by forward elimination: 
X F = -Y. 
Notes: 
- In case the rank must be lowered in 
vectors must be computed in Step 2. 
kept to a minimum. 
Step 4, some additional base 
The additional computations are 
- If the rank RANK is lowered in Step 4 but the multiplicity of the 
RANK-th singular value is > 1, the rank is further lowered with its 
multiplicity defined by the parameter Toll. This is done in the be- 
ginning of Step 2 by the routine which estimates THETA using a bi- 
section method. 
- If F in step 4 is singular, the computed solution would be infinite 
and does not satisfy the second TLS criterion (see TLS definition). 
For those casesI Golub and Van Loan concluded tha-\. the TLS problem 
has no solution Cll. We described the properties of these so-called 
nongeneric problems C93 and generalized their TLS computations in 
order to solve these problems CS,ch.ll, C81. As proven in C83,the 
proposed gel,- -aralization still satisfies the TLS criteria <see defi- 
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nition) for any number 1 of observation vectors in B under the 
additional constraint that the solution ! X! must be orthogonal to 
T T !-I! 
all vectors of the form CW ; 03 which belong to the space 
1xN 
generated by the columns of the submatrix !Y! . 
!F! 
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8 NUMERICAL ASPECTS: 
The computational efficiency of the PTLS algorithm compared with the 
classical TLS algorithm (see C2 - 51) is obtained by making use of 
PSVD <see 1111 instead of performing the entire SVD. 
Depending on the gap between the RANK-th and the <RANK+l)-th singular 
value of C, the number N + L - RANK of base vectors to be computed 
w.r.f. the column dimension N + L of C and the desired accuracy TOL2, 
the PTLS algorithm is approximately two times faster than the classi- 
cal TLS algorithm. 
However PTLS requires more memory space, namely: 
(N + L) x <N + L - 1112 if M >= N + L, 
Mx<N+L- CM + 1112) if M < N + L, 
extra storage locations. This is because the Householder transforma- 
tions performed onto the rows of C in the bidiagonalization phase 
csee step 1) must be kept until the end <step 5). 
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Consider the TLS protlep fa X e B where A,B are given by : 
6x3 3x1 6x1 
0.80010002D+00 0.39985167DaOO 0.60005390D+OO 0.89999446D+OO 
0.29996484D+OO 0.699906898+00 0.39997269DtOO G.82997370D+OO 
A= 0.49994235DtOO 0.60003167D+OO 0.20012361Dt0O B = 0.79011189DtOO 
0.90013643DtOO 0.20016919D+OO 0.79995025DtOO O.SSOOf662DtOO 
0.39998539DtOO 0.80006338Dt00 0.49985474DtOO 0.99016399DtOO 
0.20002274D+OO 0.90007114Dt00 0.70009777DtOO 0 k?299439D+Ol 
and set TOLl = l.OD-08, TO12 = l.OD-10, RANK z-1 and "HtTA = l.OD-03. 
Then, the TLS approximation tA+DA;B+DBI has rank 3 and the TLS sol- 
ution X, computed by PTLS, is given by : 
0.500254DtOO 
X= 0.800251DtOO 
0.299492DtOO 
121 
